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ON THE EFFECTIVE CONTROL OF
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This paper analyses a control mechanism designed to signi®cantly ameliorate
the sustained excitation of torsional relaxation oscillations (slip±stick) due to
frictional torques generated by an active bit during drilling operations with an
extended drill-string. The proposed mechanism of torsional recti®cation is
compared with existing soft-torque devices in a series of mathematical models.
Both analytic and numerical simulations indicate that many of the volatilities
su�ered by existing soft-torque feedback approaches used to combat slip±stick
can be eliminated by the alternative proposed here.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A major concern in the oil drilling industry remains the high cost of drill-bit
failures due to the build up of damaging vibrations while drilling for oil. Despite
continuing efforts to control such vibrations there is evidence that the detailed
nature of drill-string dynamics is still not fully understood. This may be partly
due to the fact that successful modelling of an active drilling assembly (Figure 1)
is an exceedingly complex problem. Progress has been made by attempting to
isolate those aspects that can be simply modelled with the data available while
being fully aware of the limitations inherent in the neglect of the coupling
between the axial, lateral and torsional modes of vibration of the drill-string
induced by external forces and torques [1±4]. These external in¯uences include
interactions of the string with its environment, interactions of the drill-bit with
the rock face, interactions induced by stabilisers on the bottom-hole assembly,
and forces and torques transmitted by the top drive and rotary. One of the
severest sources of torsional vibration is the reaction to non-linear torque-
friction at the rock±bit interface. Below critical rotational speeds this interaction
can trigger a build up of self-sustained torsional ``slip±stick'' in which the whole
drill-string is torsionally excited while the drill-bit alternatively slips and comes
to rest. Such vibrations often lead to unsustainable torques in the drill-string.
Efforts [5±7] to ameliorate the build up of torsional energy in this form have
focussed on various feedback devices that control the speed and torque of the
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drive at the well-head [8, 9]. Torque feedback devices [8] attempt to reduce the
effective re¯ection coef®cient for torsional energy at the rotary. Although details
vary, they are essentially based on the frequency analysis of simultaneously pre-
recorded torque and rotary speed data, speci®c to individual sites. Such devices
are usually optimised for generic operation and often require repeated retuning
in the ®eld as the drilling characteristics vary. Such retuning carries the hazard
of sometimes exacerbating the situation. Furthermore in certain situations
increasing conventional torque feedback can destabilise a dynamical state and
actually accelerate the transition to slip±stick.
A more recent proposal [10] attempts to circumvent these problems by actively

monitoring the current and voltage of the rotary drive motor and constructing a
device to control the stability of the system regarded as a pair of coupled,
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a drilling assembly. The model discussed in this article
refers to the dynamics of the region between s=0 and s=1 with the torques arising from the
friction induced between the bit and the down-hole rock formation and the drive from the drilling
controller. The latter contains active feedback control from the torque transducer and rotary
speed sensor near the surface rotary table. In conventional ``soft-torque'' feedback control the
signal ®lter is used to remove low frequency torsional signals in order to effect stabilisation in
addition to standard high frequency noise ®ltering. In the ``torsional recti®cation'' described in
this article only the latter is employed thereby enlarging the window of torsional energy absorp-
tion at the rotary.
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damped, forced torsional pendula. This approach is free from active torque
monitoring but is optimised to control the ®rst few torsional modes of the drill-
string. This may be a limitation since the slip±stick vibrations carry a rich
harmonic structure and a linear stability analysis that ignores the effect of the
continuum nature of the drill-string is at best a guide to the non-linear
dynamical effects of torque friction.
This article addresses the problem of the volatility of existing torque feedback

controllers and explores an alternative mechanism that is felt to circumvent the
need for persistent retuning. The basic idea stems from the recognition that
arbitrary amplitude torsional disturbances on the drill-string (modelled as a
space curve rotating in an axisymmetric con®guration) satisfy a simple linear
wave equation whose general solution permits the identi®cation of both ``up''
and ``down'' moving components. The consequences of maintaining the energy
of the ``down'' component constant in the presence of the non-linear dynamic
boundary conditions induced by the presence of dynamic friction between the
drill-bit and the rock face (Figure 8) is explored. One ®nds that this can be
achieved by monitoring the contact torque between the drill-string and the
rotary drive and by introducing a compensating drive torque that ``recti®es'' the
``up-'' moving torsional waves on the drill-string. To test these ideas, two simple
models have been implemented in this paper. The ®rst model explores the
absorption and re¯ection of monochromatic torsional waves at the rotary of a
drilling assembly, generated by a prescribed source of up-moving waves at the
drill-bit. In the second model the ®nite time of propagation of the torsional
waves along the drill-string is ignored and the system regarded as a simple forced
torsional pendulum with non-linear torques generated by the drill-bit*.

2. TORSIONAL RECTIFICATION

Models of torsional vibrations of a vertical drill-string driven by a source of
controlled torque at the well head and subject to torsional friction at the bit (see
Figure 1) are analyzed. The purpose is to understand the volatility of traditional
soft-torque feedback mechanisms and suggest a radically new approach based on
the theory of travelling torsional waves. The idea is most readily understood in a
limit where the bit reaction with the rock formation is regarded as a prescribed
source of torsional disturbances that re¯ect from the top rotary. In the following
the basic ideas are presented in units designed to simplify the presentation and
have general applicability to different ®eld operations. Since the ratio of the
diameter to the length of a typical drill-string is often less than that of a human
hair a drill-string is modelled by an open space-curve. Points along the drill-
string are identi®ed by s in units of L where L is the length of any drill-string.
Time Z is measured in terms of the corresponding transit time of torsional
disturbances from the bit to the top rotary. (Thus in these units the speed of
torsional waves is one). Torques and control parameters are scaled appropriately

*These models are the precursors of more general simulations [11] that include the continuum
nature of the drill-string and will be presented elsewhere.
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to dimensionless units. Results are immediately interpretable in terms of factors
scaling operational data such as ``weight on bit' in KIPS and target RPM.
Let f(s, Z) be the angular displacement of the drill-string (relative to a ®xed

frame at the well-head) at a point labelled s at time Z and satisfying the torsional
wave equation

�f�s, Z� ÿ f00�s, Z� � 0, �1�
where

_f�s, Z� � @f�s, Z�=@Z, f0�s, Z� � @f�s, Z�=@s, 0EsE1,

with s=0 denoting the connection of the drill-string with the rotary and s=1
denoting the location of the bit interaction with the rock formation.
The torsional displacement is subject to the dynamical boundary conditions

�f�0, Z� � F 0� _f�0, Z�, f0�0, Z�, f�0, Z�, Z�, �2�

�f�1, Z� � F 1� _f�1, Z�, f0�1, Z�, f�1, Z�, Z� �3�
for some functions F 0 and F 1 determined by drive and friction torques at the
rotary and bit respectively.
To analyse the dynamic interaction between the rotary and the torsional

waves on the drill-string one considers the general solution:

f�s, Z� � U�Z� s� � D�Zÿ s� �4�
to the wave equation (1) in terms of an arbitrary ``up-moving wave'' U�Z� and an
arbitrary ``down-moving wave'' D�Z�. The time and spatial derivatives of f(s, Z)
are

_f�s, Z� � _U�Z� s� � _D�Zÿ s�, f0�s, Z� � _U�Z� s� ÿ _D�Zÿ s�, �5, 6�
respectively. Since the contact torque at any point on a typical drill-string is
proportional to the spatial derivative f 0(s, Z), _D describes the transmission of
torque to the bottom assembly. To maintain a steady drilling operation with a
constant target rotary speed with a constant twist along the drill-string it is
desirable to maintain this close to a constant. However in the presence of the up-
moving waves, _D also carries the vibration torques re¯ected from the rotary
which are in turn re¯ected from the bottom assembly. Without further damping
torsional vibrational energy can build up thereby leading to instability. One
argues that monitoring the quantity C(Z) de®ned by

C�Z� � _f�0, Z� ÿ f0�0, Z� � 2 _D�Z�, �7�
obtained from equations (5) and (6), affords a valuable and practical means of
controlling unwanted torsional vibration. The top rotary speed _f�0, Z� is
regularly monitored while f 0(0, Z) could be measured by a piezoelectric
transducer attached to a top segment of the drill-string.
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The top boundary condition (s=0) for some choice of control torque Tmotor

follows from Newton's law aplied to the rotary as:

�f�0, Z� � Tmotor�Z� � Gtopf
0�0, Z�, �8�

where Gtop>0 is proportional to the torsional rigidity of the drill-string. The
standard top-drive control attempts to maintain a constant rotary speed O0 via
the following form of the motor torque:

Tmotor�Z� � kp _x�Z� � kix�Z�, �9�
where kp and ki are some positive control parameters (known as the
proportional and integral gain variables respectively) and

_x�Z� � O0 ÿ _f�0, Z�, x�Z� � O0Zÿ f�0, Z� � x0, �10, 11�
for some constant x0 denote the departure of the angular velocity and
displacement respectively of the drill-string at the rotary from their stationary
(target) values. In view of the comments above it is proposed to modify Tmotor

with an additional negative feedback proportional to C(Z) so that

Tmotor�Z� � kp _x�Z� � kix�Z� ÿ lC�Z�, �12�
where le 0 is a new control parameter.
In order to analyse such a control the effect of an incident torsional harmonic

wave on the rotary is explored. Two base data sets for comparison based on
different parameters used in typical drilling operations are adopted. Base data
set 1 contains the parameters {kp=1�314, ki=0�08336, Gtop=0�4836} and base
data set 2 contains the parameters {kp=0�3658, ki=0�1672, Gtop=0�5765}. The
dynamics of the bit in this approach are relegated to a prescribed source of
torsional harmonics. A solution describing a harmonic wave of angular
frequency o and amplitude AU,o incident on the rotary from below, and
re¯ected with amplitude AD,o is determined by writing

f�s, Z� � AU,o sin�o�Z� s�� � AD,o sin�o�Zÿ s� � ao� � O0Z� C0s, �13�
which solves (1). The constants C0, ao and the ratio AD,o=AU,o follow
immediately from equations (8)±(12):

C0 � �lO0 ÿ kix0�=�Gtop � l�, �14�

ao � tanÿ1
2o�ki ÿ o2��Gtop � l�

o4 ÿ �2ki � �Gtop ÿ kp��Gtop � kp � 2l��o2 � k2i

� �
�15�

and

AD,o � ki ÿ o2

�ki ÿ o2� cos�ao� � o�Gtop � kp � 2l� sin�ao�AU,o: �16�

The top rotary re¯ection coef®cient is de®ned as
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ro � jAD,o=AU,oj �
�������������������������������������������������������������������
�o4 � ao2 � k2i �=�o4 � bo2 � k2i

q
�, �17�

where

a � �Gtop ÿ kp�2 ÿ 2ki, b � �Gtop � kp � 2l�2 ÿ 2ki: �18, 19�
The smaller the value of the re¯ection coef®cient the greater the absorption of
torsional vibration at the rotary. The shape of ro as a function of o is hollow for
bÿ a> 0. This is the situation here since bÿ a=4(Gtop+ l)(kp+ l)>0 as Gtop

kp and l are non-negative. In addition ro decreases monotonically with l. Thus
for any operational point a decrease in re¯ected torsional energy from the rotary
can be achieved by increasing the control parameter l. This is demonstrated in
Figures 2 and 3. Each plot refers to a different data set describing the
parameters kp , ki , Gtop .
It follows that 0< roE 1 for any 0Eo and that ro! 1 as o! 0 or 1.

Furthermore there is a unique minimum of ro when o � ����
ki
p

. For any z
(0< z< 1) it is possible to arrange l, kp , ki so that roE z for the spectral domain
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Figure 2. Variation of the top re¯ection coef®cient as a function of frequency of incident tor-
sional waves on the rotary from below using base data set 1. The top most curve corresponds to
a zero torsional recti®cation control parameter. As the torsional recti®cation feedback is increased
the re¯ection coef®cient tends to uniformly decrease corresponding to increased absorption of tor-
sional vibration. Key: Ð , l=0; � � � , l=1; ± � ± � , l=10.
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0Eo1EoEo2 . This can be achieved by choosing

ki � o1o2

l � ÿ1
2�Gtop � kp� � 1

2z

���������������������������������������������������������������������
�1ÿ z2��o2 ÿ o1�2 � �Gtop ÿ kp�2

q
, �20�

for any given kp . Thus one may control the amount of vibrational energy
absorbed by the rotary within an assigned spectral domain. This is demonstrated
in Figures 4 and 5 for z=0�2 and o2=2 (o1=ki/o2). Each plot refers to a
different data set describing the parameters kp , ki , Gtop .
In the standard speed controller with l=0 equation (20) implies

�1ÿ z2�k2p ÿ 2Gtop�1� z2�kp � �1ÿ z2��G2
top � �o2 ÿ o1�2� � 0, �21�

which only yields real solutions for kp if

o2 ÿ o1E2zGtop=�1ÿ z2�: �22�
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Figure 3. Variation of the top re¯ection coef®cient as a function of frequency of incident tor-
sional waves on the rotary from below using base data set 2. The top most curve corresponds to
a zero torsional recti®cation control parameter. As the torsional recti®cation feedback is increased
the re¯ection coef®cient tends to uniformly decrease corresponding to increased abosrption of tor-
sional vibration. Key as for Figure 2.
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This can be a severe constraint since a small re¯ection coef®cient z demands only
a narrow frequency band for absorption.
It is interesting to observe how the additional control can be accommodated

within the existing speed control provided the top torque conditions are
approximately stationary. This means

j�f�s, Z�j � 1: �23�
It follows from equation (8) that

f0�0, Z�1ÿ �1=Gtop�Tmotor�Z�: �24�
Therefore one may solve equation (12) together with equation (7) for Tmotor :

Tmotor�Z� � �Gtop=�Gtop � l���kp _x�Z� � kix�Z� � l _f�0, Z��

� kp _x�Z� � kix�Z�, �25�
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Figure 4. The extreme dotted vertical lines select a spectral window for absorption of torsional
waves incident on the rotary from below. Using base parameter set 1 the torsional recti®cation
control value is optimised to maintain 80% absorption over the whole spectral window. Note
that this implies a minimum re¯ection at 0�29 Hz less than 8% in the region of torsional slip±
stick oscillations. l=4�3.
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where

kp � Gtop�kp � l�=�Gtop � l�, ki � Gtopki=�Gtop � l� �26, 27�

x�Z� � O0Zÿ f�0, Z� � x0 ÿ lO0=ki � x�Z� ÿ lO0=ki, �28�

_x�Z� � O0 ÿ _f�0, Z� � _x�Z�: �29�
Thus in this regime the effective integral and proportional gain parameters
depend on l in a well-de®ned way. However as noted above such a control
procedure would be limited by the narrow band absorption of vibrational energy
at the rotary.

3. SOFT-TORQUE

It is of interest to compare the present proposed control with the universally
adopted soft-torque mechanism as the authors understand it [8]. This is obtained
by modifying the standard speed controller by a high-pass ®ltered torque signal.
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Figure 5. The extreme dotted vertical lines select a spectral window for absorption of torsional
waves incident on the rotary from below. Using base parameter set 2 the torsional recti®cation
control value is optimised to maintain 80% absorption over the whole spectral window. Note
that this implies a minimum re¯ection at 0�41 Hz less than 3% in the region of torsional slip±
stick ocillations. l=4�3.
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Thus the drive torque is given by

Tmotor�Z� � kp _x�Z� � kix�Z�, �30�
where

_x�Z� � O0 ÿ hTf�Z� ÿ _f�0, Z�, �31�

x�Z� � O0Zÿ h

�Z
Tf�t� dtÿ f�0, Z� � x0 �32�

for some constant x0 and control parameter h. In these expressions Tf is de®ned
by

Tf�Z� � Tcontact�Z� ÿ Tc�Z�, �33�
where Tc is the output from a low-pass ®lter applied to the contact torque

Tcontact�Z� � ÿGtopf
0�0, Z� �34�

measured at the rotary. A simple AC low-pass ®lter is described by the equation

_Tc�Z� � oc�Tcontact�Z� ÿ Tc�Z��, �35�
where oc is the cut-off angular frequency. One may express the control in terms
of Tc . Since �Z

Tf�t� dt � 1

oc

�Z
_Tc�t� dt � 1

oc
Tc�Z�, �36�

if follows that

x�Z� � O0Zÿ �h=oc�Tc�Z� ÿ f�0, Z� � x0: �37�
As before, one seeks a solution of the form

f�s, Z� � AU,o sin�o�Z� s�� � AD,o sin�o�Zÿ s� � ao� � C0s� O0Z, �38�
describing incident harmonic waves re¯ected from the rotary. The constants C0 ,
ao and the ratio AD=AU follow from the conditions (8), (30)±(35). A somewhat
involved calculation yields the results

C0 � ÿocx0ki=Gtop�hki � oc�, �39�

ao � tanÿ1��a1o5 � a2o3 � a3o�=�a4o6 � a5o4 � a6o2 � a7��, �40�
with

a1 � ÿ2Gtop, a2 � ÿ2Gtop�ÿki � hkiGtop ÿ hkpocGtop � o2
c�,

a3 � 2Gtopkio2
c , a4 � 1,
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a5 � 2ki�hGtop ÿ 1� � o2
c ÿ 2hkpocGtop � k2p�hGtop ÿ 1�2 ÿ G2

top,

a6 � k2i �hGtop ÿ 1�2 ÿ 2kio2
c � o2

c�k2p ÿ G2
top�, a7 � k2io2

c :

and

AD,o=AU,o � 1=�cos�ao� � F�o� sin�ao��, �41�
where

F�o� � �Q1o3 �Q2o�=�Ao4 � Bo2 � C� �42�

A � 1, B � hGtop�ki ÿ ockp� ÿ ki � o2
c , C � ÿkio2

c ,

Q1 � Gtop�hkp ÿ 1� ÿ kp, Q2 � Gtopoc�hki ÿ oc� ÿ kpo2
c :
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Figure 6. Variation of the top re¯ection coef®cient as a function of frequency of incident tor-
sional waves on the rotary from below using base data set 1. The curve with greatest lower
bound corresponds to a zero soft-torque control parameter. As the soft-torque control feedback
parameter is increased the re¯ection coef®cient minima do not uniformly decrease. The absorption
of torsional vibration is therefore not a uniform function of the soft-torque feedback control.
Key: Ð , h=0; � � � � , h=1�2; ± � ± � , h=2�1.
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Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate the variation of the re¯ection coef®cient as a
function of frequency for various values of the soft-torque control parameter h.
Each ®gure refers to different sets of ®eld parameters as before. By contrast to
the torsional recti®cation control the shape of the re¯ection coef®cient curves no
longer varies uniformly with h. In Figure 6, the minimum initially decreases
before increasing with increasing h. In Figure 7, increasing h from a zero value
(corresponding to a situation with soft-torque control off) produces only an
increased re¯ection at all frequencies. This dramatic behaviour may help to
explain the volatility of effective soft-torque control. It also demonstrates the
superiority of control by torsional recti®cation.
As has been noticed in the previous section if the top torque conditions are

approximately stationary the contact torque can be approximated by the motor
torque according to equations (23) and (24). The corresponding phase shift and
the re¯ection coef®cient of an incident torsional harmonic wave on the rotary
have the same form as in equations (40±42) with the following substitutions:
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Figure 7. Variation of the top re¯ection coef®cient as a function of frequency of incident tor-
sional waves on the rotary from below using base data set 2. The curve with lowest bound corre-
sponds to a zero soft-torque control parameter. As the soft-torque control feedback parameter is
increased the re¯ection coef®cient minima in this case actually increase. The absorption of tor-
sional vibration is therefore reduced rather than increased by increasing the soft-torque feedback.
Key: Ð , h=0; � � � � , h=0�7; ± � ± � , h=1�2.
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a1 � ÿ2Gtop�1� kph�2,
a2 � ÿ2Gtop�o2

c � h�2ki ÿ k2p�oc � ki�kih2 ÿ 1��,

a3 � 2Gtop�kio2
c � ock2i h�, a4 � �1� kph�2,

a5 � o2
c ÿ �1� kph�2G2

top � 2h�ki ÿ k2p�oc ÿ 2ki � k2i h2 � k2p,

a6 � �k2p ÿ 2ki�o2
c ÿ �oc � kih�2G2

top ÿ 2ock2i h� k2i , a7 � k2io2
c ,

A � �1� kph�2, B � �kih� oc�2 ÿ hock2p ÿ ki, C � ÿocki�kih� oc�,

Q1 � Gtop�1� kph�2 � kp�1� kph�, Q2 � �kih� oc�2Gtop � k2i h� kpo2
c :

Furthermore the variation of the re¯ection coef®cient as a function of frequency
for various values of the soft-torque control parameter h in such an
approximation has a similar behaviour as demonstrated in Figures 6 and 7. Thus
circumventing the feedback of contact torque in this manner would only be
effective in a narrow frequency band of torsional vibration.

4. CONTROL OF TORSIONAL SLIP±STICK OSCILLATIONS

The previous sections have outlined the general ideas leading to the control of
vibrational absorption by torque feedback at the rotary. The re¯ection
coef®cient frequency characteristics have been determined by regarding the bit
interaction with the rock surface as a source of torsional disturbances. To see the
effects of the bit dynamics on a ®nite drill-string one must examine the complete
dynamical system and take into account the non-linear bit-torque frictional
reaction that is largely responsible for the antidamping and excitation of
torsional relaxation oscillations (slip±stick). A model that accommodates the
complex non-linear dynamics of a one dimensional continuum in space subject
to dynamic boundary conditions has been developed in reference [11] based on a
simple Cosserat model and the exact geometrical formulation of elasticity
established in [12].
If one ignores axial and lateral motion of the drill-string the dynamics are

determined by a solution f(s, Z) to equation (1) describing the angular position
of the drill-string segment at location s and time Z and satisfying boundary
conditions at each end. The drill-string is attached to the top drive at s=0 and
to the BHA at s=1. With the abbreviations FT�Z� :� f�0, Z�, FB�Z� :� f�1, Z�,
F0T�Z� :� �@f=@s��0, Z�, F0B�Z� :� �@f=@s��1, Z�, the boundary conditions are
obtained by balancing the torques at each end of the drill-string:

�FT ÿ GtopF0T ÿ Tmotor�FT, F0T, _FT, Z� � 0, �FB � GbitF0B �F� _FB� � 0, �43, 44�
where F describes the torque friction at the bit and the effective moments of
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inertia of the top drive and BHA respectively have been scaled into the coupling
constants Gtop and Gbit .
In this context the simplest approximation is to ignore the ®nite time of

propagation of torsional waves along the drill-string and treat the system as a
simple forced torsional pendulum under non-linear damping at the bit. In such
an approximation one ignores the excitation of all axial and lateral vibrations in
the system and replaces the full spectrum of torsional excitations of the drill-
string by a simple torsional spring that couples the torque from the top-drive
with the torque generated between the bit and the rock surface, �F 0T ' FT ÿ FB�.
This model has been used in references [10, 13] to discuss the stability of the
linearised system in the space of the operating parameters in the presence of a
simple speed controller with parameters kp , ki . In the present case the system
additionally includes the previously discussed torque feedback with the
parameter l for torsional recti®cation control or h for soft-torque control. The
equations of motion for the torsional displacement FT at the top and FB at the
bit then take the form:

�FT � Gtop�FT ÿ FB� ÿ Tmotor�FT, FB, _FT, Z� � 0, �45�
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Figure 8. The excitation of torsional relaxation vibrations leading to the phenomena of slip±
stick is determined by antidamping characteristics induced by non-linear torque-friction between
the active drill-bit and the rock formation. The above pro®le simulates the frictional torque
experienced in the ®eld operation with base parameter set 2. The steep regions of the pro®le deter-
mine the duration and characteristics of the so called ``stick'' phase of the rotary motion of the
drill-bit.
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�FB � Gbit�FB ÿ FT� � F� _FB� � 0: �46�

Figure 8 displays the dependence of bit-torque friction F on the rotary speed
of the bit _FB in r.p.m. corresponding to a ``weight on bit'' typical of a value in
the ®eld operation with base parameter set 2. The essential torsional instability
arises from linearizations about target angular speeds O0 where the effective bit-
friction torque has antidamping characteristics.
Figures 9±17 display the stability characteristics for such a model based on

linearizations about stationary con®gurations as a function of target r.p.m. and
``weight on bit'' based on operations with base parameter set 2. Figures 9±13
refer to the proposed torsional recti®cation control while Figures 14±17 permit a
comparison with conventional soft-torque control.
Each horizontal axis is labelled by the factor multiplying values of either

typical target r.p.m. or nominal ``weight on bit''. In Figure 9 the operational
regime with base factor co-ordinates (1, 1) lies on the border between stability
and instability. A small increase in torsional recti®cation feedback parameter in
subsequent plots shows how the operational regime then moves into full
stability. Each plot corresponds to a different control parameter. The height of
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Figure 9. The active drill system can excite a number of characteristic vibrational modes. The
frequency and lifetime of instabilities are encoded in the roots of the characteristic system associ-
ated with a linearisation about a stationary target con®guration. The ®gure displays the pure tor-
sional vibrational spectrum for base data set 2 (l=0) as a function of target rotary speed and
``weight on bit'' (WOB). The white domains indicate the absence of excitable unstable modes and
correspond to ``torsionally safe'' drilling con®gurations. The vertical blocks indicate the presence
of unstable torsional vibrations. The height of each block indicates the reciprocal of the life-time
(in seconds) of the most unstable mode in this domain. The frequencies are grey coded and
increase with the darkness level.
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Figure 10. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibration spectrum with increased torsional
recti®cation feedback in operation. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibrational spectrum for
base data set 2 (l=0�5) as a function of target rotary speed and ``weight on bit'' (WOB). The
white domains and vertical block height have the signi®cance described in Figure 9.
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Figure 11. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibration spectrum with increased torsional
recti®cation feedback in operation. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibrational spectrum for
base data set 2 (l=1) as a function of target rotary speed and ``weight on bit'' (WOB). The
white domains and vertical block height have the signi®cance described in Figure 9.
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Figure 12. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibration spectrum with increased torsional
recti®cation feedback in operation. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibrational spectrum for
base data set 2 (l=10) as a function of target rotary speed and ``weight on bit'' (WOB). The
white domains and vertical block height have the signi®cance described in Figure 9.
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Figure 13. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibration spectrum with increased torsional
recti®cation feedback in operation. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibrational spectrum for
base data set 2 (l=50) as a function of target rotary speed and ``weight on bit'' (WOB). The
white domains and vertical block height have the signi®cance described in Figure 9.
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Figure 14. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibration with soft-torque feedback off. The
®gure displays the pure torsional vibration spectrum for base data set 2 (h=0) as a function of
target rotary speed and ``weight on bit'' (WOB). The white domains and vertical block height
have the signi®cance described in Figure 9.
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Figure 15. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibration spectrum with increased soft-torque
feedback in operation. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibrational spectrum for base data
set 2 (h=0�03) as a function of target rotary speed and ``weight on bit'' (WOB). The white
domains and vertical block height have the signi®cance described in Figure 9.
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Figure 17. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibration spectrum with increased soft-torque
feedback in operation. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibrational spectrum for base data set 2
(h=1) as a function of target rotary speed and ``weight on bit'' (WOB). The dark domains indicate
the presence of excitable unstable modes and correspond to ``unsafe'' drilling con®gurations. The
vertical blocks indicate the presence of unstable torsional vibrations. The height of each block indi-
cates the reciprocal of the life-time (in seconds) of the most unstable mode in this domain.
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Figure 16. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibration spectrum with increased soft-torque
feedback in operation. The ®gure displays the pure torsional vibrational spectrum for base data
set 2 (h=0�1) as a function of target rotary speed and ``weight on bit'' (WOB). The white
domains and vertical block height have the signi®cance described in Figure 9.
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each block corresponds to the time constant in reciprocal seconds for the growth
of the most unstable torsional mode. Thus the taller the plot the more unstable
the domain. White domains denote stable working regions for torsional
perturbations.
It will be noticed that as the soft-torque parameter h is increased the white

domains of stability are considerably less than the corresponding domains of
stability obtained by increasing the torsional recti®cation control parameter l
and total instability rapidly occurs. This is consistent with the predictions based
on the analysis of the rotary re¯ection coef®cient above and augers well for the
elimination of slip±stick triggered by dynamic bit-friction. To explore the effects
of torsional recti®cation for arbitrary torsional displacements the equations above
can be integrated numerically without recourse to linearisation. A dynamical
simulation is performed with this simple non-linear model in a dynamical
environment where slip±stick is evident in the absence of soft-torque or
recti®cation control. In Figure 18 the results of three simulations of the
dynamical bit r.p.m. as a function of time are superimposed for increasing values
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Figure 18. This ®gure exhibits the predictions of bit r.p.m. as a function of time from a simple
model simulation (based on data set 2) that exhibits slip±stick oscillations in the absence of torque
feedback. The results of three simulations are superimposed. The removal of unwanted oscil-
lations is clearly evident with increasing torque recti®cation feedback. Key: Ð , l=0; ± � ± � ,
l=0�3; � � � � , l=1.
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of the torsional recti®cation control parameter l. The rapid elimination of the
torsional slip±stick is clear, in full accord with the linearised stability predictions.
To accommodate the effects of torsional wave propagation along a ®nite

length of drill-string subject to dynamic boundary conditions reference [14]
requires a considerably more sophisticated simulation model [11]. For
axisymmetric con®gurations (including axial vibrations) the general conclusion
above is maintained. The more general model [11] suggests that the ef®cacy of all
forms of torsional control is limited by the inherent instabilities induced by
lateral vibrations of the drill-string and its associated interactions with the wall
of the borehole.

5. CONCLUSION

A method of controlling torsional relaxation oscillations of an active drilling
assembly has been explored in two simple models. In the ®rst model the
absorption of monochromatic torsional waves at the rotary of a drilling
assembly, generated by a prescribed source of up-moving waves at the drill-bit
was explored using the fact that torsional waves satisfy a simple wave equation
when vibrating in an axially symmetric con®guration. In the second model the
®nite time of propagation of the torsional waves along the drill-string was
ignored and the system regarded as a simple forced torsional pendulum but with
non-linear torques generated by the drill-bit. In both cases the superiority of the
torsional recti®cation method proposed here over conventional control
techniques has been demonstrated.* Although it is probably true that, if control
is limited to torque feedback from the top-drive, one cannot fundamentally
prevent the bit from reacting to non-linear friction and acting as a source of
upward moving torsional waves, by measuring the dynamic contact torque
proportional to the spatial derivative of the twist of the drill-string as near as
possible to the rotary, an improved torque feedback control can be constructed.
The authors believe that, with relatively minor investment in the application of
transducers capable of actively measuring both torsional speed and contact
torque at the rotary, a more robust controller could be constructed by
combining existing speed controllers with torsional recti®cation control (as
prescribed in (7)) thereby leading to a signi®cant improvement of drilling
operations.
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*The advantages of eliminating torsional relaxation oscillations by torsional recti®cation
control over conventional soft-torque control indicated in the simple models above have been
subsequently born out in the presence of torsional wave propagation [16]. Torsional recti®cation
offers a more robust control environment leading to a greatly expanded torsional stability regime
compared with conventional controls.
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